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‘l‘hc notions of category, functor and natural transformation lead to a 
calculus whose rules have been explicitly formulated by Godement [Z; 
appendice] under the name of “five rules of the functorial calculus.” A 
generalization that includes contravariant functors and functors of several 
variables is obtained trivially by using dual categories and products of 
categories. 
‘There arc, however, useful situations which are not covered by the existing 
notions. I-or example, let .d be the category of Abelian groups and consider 
the family of morphisms 
(we write .%(AN) instead of Hom(,-I, 11)) given by the correspondence 
II :a.f -+fu for f~ .d(AB). 
\Vith respect to the variable B the transformation a is natural in the 
usual SCIISC. FVith respect to the variable .-I, the expression .-I @ .cl(;lH) is 
not even a functor.Howevcr, L-l 6$r/(A-l'B) is a functor T : .d x .d* x .V--+.r/ 
and in some sense a should be a natural transformation a : T F I where 
I : .-/ -+ .r/ is the identity functor. 
‘I’hc generalization of the notion of :I natural transformation given in this 
paper has been designed to include the above example and various similar 
situations. 
The definitions were essentially given by one of the authors in [3], but 
the possibility of composing two such extraordinary natural transformations 
to get a third, upon which the usefulness of the idea depends, was there 
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considered only in two special cases. ‘Ihe general question of composability 
turns out to be quite subtle, and the bulk of this paper is devotetd to it. 
Consider functors 
where 3’” is the dual category of 99. Let 
a(ABC) : T(ABB) - S(ACC) 
be morphisms in G defined for every triple =1 E SP’, B E 28, C E 9. We shall 
say that the family a :- {a(ABC) ) is natural if the following three di.agrams 
commute: 
.d(AA’) ?‘(,B.B! a( T(z4BB), T(A’BB)) 
SC--,C,C) 
! I 
c?(l.d (1) 
cF’(S(izCC), S(A’CC)) ~.(a G( T(ABB), S(A’CC)) 
iZ?(BB’) T(A cS=( T AB’B), T(AB’B’)) 
?“(A,--.B) 
I I 
G(l,d (2) 
&(T(AB’B), T(ABB)) am &(T(AB’B),(S(ACC)) 
U( CC’) = b(S(ACC), S(ACC’)) 
sL4-,C’) 
I I 
b(a.1) (3) 
G(S(AC’C’), S(ACC’)) -ipc,;~’ &(T(ilBB), S(ACC’)) 
Applied to f : ;Z + A’, g : B + B’, h : C --f C’ the commutativity of 
the above diagrams asserts that the diagrams 
T(ABB) = T(A’BB) 
4 iI1 
(1’) 
WCC) <G SWCC) 
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T(AB’B) - r(ll!l)+ T(AB’B’) 
T&71) ,I 
Tww (1 q/ICC) 
(2’) 
T(ABB) -L---t S(ACC) 
(I 1 lstll/?, (3’) 
S( AC’C’) S(lhl;’ SWJC’) 
commute. These three can be condensed into a single commuting diagram 
T(AB’B) 2% T(A’B’B’) a S( A’CC) 
TllUl) 
1 1 
SUlh) 
T(ABB) --y+ S(AC’C’) x S(A’CC’) 
(4) 
Because of some generalizations of the notions of category and functor 
that will be mentioned later, we prefer to use the more complicated form 
(l)--(3) of the naturality conditions, which do not, hovvever, incolve the 
individual morphisms f, g, h. 
Let .Y be the category with one object, x, and one morphism. If ,/A := J 
we can identify .d x A?* i( .% with A’, writing Tz4 for 7’(.J**); if also 
.vJ =- .Y, 7 is given by the object T(***) of 6, which we shall also denote 
by 7’. By taking two at a time of -d, 18, % to be Y, we obtain definitions of 
naturality for families of morphisms: 
a;? : 7;1 --+ Sd when 7’, ,S : V’ t C:, (1”) 
aB : T(BB) --f S when 7’ : .8” x A4 f  k and S t 6, (2”) 
aC : T - S(CC) when S : % + Y\ % - R and 7’ E 6. (3”) 
In case (1”) of course we regain the usual definition of naturality. The special 
case of (3”) in which CC is the category of sets and 7’ a set consisting of one 
point coincides with ,ZIacLanc’s notion of tliugonal spread [4, 1~. 541. 
If  we replace .v’, 9, and %’ by products .P/, x “. x 4, ) a, x ‘.’ x at , 
%, ‘I’ .‘. % %, ) we obtain a definition of naturality for a family of morphisms 
a(.-1, ... -+l,B, ... B,C,‘, ... CJ : 7’(:1, ..’ A$, ... B,B, 4.. B,) - 
~-b S(A, ... A$, ... c,c, ..’ C,), 
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where 
T:dl x ..’ x &, x B; x *.. x gp x $3, x t ‘.. x g?, ---f 61 
and 
s : dl x ... x &.q, x %q x ... x %y x El x ... x ‘g,? -+ e. 
The reader will easily verify that a(A, .*. C,) is natural if and only if it is 
natural in each of the y  T t +- s variables d, .‘. C, separately, in the sense 
of (1”), (2’7, or (3”) as is appropriate, when the other variables are held 
fixed. 
It is clear that if T* : .d * x .8 x ,H* + & * and S* : .d* x F? x %I’ + B * 
are the duals of T and S then 17* : S” + T* is natural. 
It is also clear that if 
I-‘:.4 +.:i’, Q:.#‘+&‘, I?:%‘--+%, T7:(: -+A’ (5) 
are functors and if a is natural then 
Va(PAq’, QB’, RC’) : VT(PA’, Q*B’, QB’) - L’S’(PA’, R*C’, RC’) 
is natural. Thus composition of natural transformations with functors poses 
no problems. 
A problem does arise when we attempt to compose two natural transforma- 
tions Indeed consider a functor 
R:.~fx:Y*x4-+r: 
and let 
h(a4C’D) : S(.4CC) -+ R(ADD) 
be natural. The composition 
will in general depend on -4, B, C, D and therefore will not yield a well- 
defined natural transformation. However, if 5’ is a functor of d only (i.e., 
if % : Y), then a depends only on d and B and h depends only on 8’ and D 
and the composition c(ABD) -: h(--lD)a(AB) ‘, i\ a natural transformation 
c(ABD) : T(ABB) ---f R(ADD). 
In order to gain a better understanding of the composition of natural 
transformations suppose that the categories -&, 9, $9 are products 
.rf T .d, x ... x .g,, gJ = >ggl x . . . x 1/A , 1 (6 = %I x *.* x %-,< . 
Then 7’ becomes a functor of q ~~ 2t variables, S becomes a functor of 
q - 2s variables and a : 7’~+ S depends on q - t - s variables. Now the 
9 ! 2~ variables of S may be regrouped in a different way to form 
.d l W* x ‘6 and this different grouping may be used for b : 5’ + R. 
L%Te shall show that this phenomenon is the key- to the understanding of the 
composition of natural transformations. The three propositions that follow 
will give three casts when the composition ha is natural. Then an abstract 
theory will be giwn from which it will follow that these three cases are 
esscntiallv all the ones in which composition is dcfincd. 
PROPOSITION 1. Given functovs 
‘I’ : r/ + 6, I? : .d + 6 
s : m’ x .r/‘* x .r-/ >: ..* x .cL/* x .c/ - r:, (2n + I zwiubles) 
and given natural transformations 
4W ... B,,) : TA -+ S(AB,B, ... B,B,) 
46 ... B,,C) : S(B,B, ... B,B,,C) + RC, 
the composition 
c.4 = b(d .** A) a(A *a* .-I) : TA -+ RA 
is natural. 
PROPOSITION 2. Given functors 
T:.w/ x.&*+6, R:9-+6 
,s : .c!l x ,d* x .d x *** x .ns!” - (5, (2n variables, n > 0) 
and given natural transformations 
a(AB, e-0 B,+,C) : ‘T(,4C) -+ S(AB,B, ..a B,-,B,&) 
W, a.- B,) : S(B,B, ... B,,B,) -+ R, 
the composition 
CA = b(AA ... A) a(AA .a. A) : T(iZA) + R 
is natural. 
PROPOSITION 2*. Given functors 
T : . f  - 6, R : .c/ x .d* + d 
s : .d x .a!* x d x 0-a x do2* -+ c?, (2n variables, n > 0) 
and given natural transformations 
a(& -a. B,) : T -+ S(B,B, ... B,B,) 
b(A& -a- B,-,C) : S(AB,B, --- B,,-,B,-,C) -+ R(AC), 
the composition 
CA = b(A ... A) a(A .a. -4) : T--t R(AA) 
is natural. 
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Proof of Proposition I. We define for 0 -g k .< n 
u, = S(‘4 ... -4, -, c -0. C): d(A, C) --+ Q(Z),,+, ) I),,) 
‘i‘iEu 
CTk = S(A ... A-l, -, C --. C): .d(A, c’) ---f d (Dnlc+l , Dzk+z) 
--XT- 
a, = a(A ... A-1 C -.- C): TA -+ D,, il 
v 
For convenience we shall write ( , ) instead of t ( , ). From the commuting 
diagram 
we deduce 
(q ) b,)C7, = (u h 3 bk+,) v, = (%-l 9 bc +I) c’,+, *  
From the commuting diagrams 
(*I 
we deduce that (I, c)T = (a,, , B,)c’, , (c, I)R = (o?, , b,jL,, Thus I)! 
(*), (1, c)T _ (c, l)R as required. 
Proof of Proposition 2. \Vc define L),. , C’,. and V,i as in the previous 
proof. Then 
a, = a(.4 ..’ d c *.. C): T(l4C) 4 I),,,, 
-y$i-’ 
6, = b(=1 ... _-1 C ... C): II,,. --+ R, 
-k_ 
and as before we prove (*). From the commuting diagrams 
,+“L Cj T’--C’t(T(.4C), T(CC)) 
(1,f’) 
“U 
I I 
(1.01 
\# 
(4 ’ QJ (a,,,l) (T(AC), DoI (l,bg) (TWX 4 
.&‘(A, C) -T(As-)+ (T(AC), T(.4A)) 
I I 
(1.C) 
“78-l (l,a) \ 
(4,-1 7 4,) 3a (V-40 4n) n-1 (l,b,,)+ (Twa 4 
we deduce that 
(1, c)T(-, C) = (a,, > boYJo, (1, c)T(A, -1 = (an-,, b,)Vn-, . 
Thus by (*), (1, c)T(-, C) = (1, c)l’(A, --) as required. 
Proposition 2* is dual of Proposition 2. 
The language needed to formulate the general problem of composability 
will now be introduced. 
Let X be a finite set. We shall consider graphs y  with vertices in X subject 
to the following conventions: the edges of y  are not oriented, and each edge 
of y  has two distinct vertices, but two edges may have the same vertices. 
A graph y  is simple if each point of X is a vertex of exactly one edge of y. 
Thus a simple graph is a union of disjoint edges and X has an even number 
of points. 
We now define the category .F as follows. The objects of .%? are finite 
sets X, X’, Y, etc. Given X, Y we consider the disjoint union (i.e., the sum) 
X + Y and define a morphism 01 : X - Y to be a simple graph on X ~1 Y. 
Given /3 : Y -+ 2 we have in X !- I’ -+ 2 the graphs OL and /3 which WC 
consider as disjoint except for the set of vertices I’, and we also have their 
union DL -I-- /3. This graph is no longer simple, but has no points of ramification. 
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Its connected components fall into the following four types: 
(i) an arc L starting at a point of S and terminating at a point of Z with 
all intermediate vertices in I’; L consists of an even number of edge!; alter- 
nately from n and from /!I. 
(ii) an arc 1, with both endpoints in .Y and all intermediate vertices in I-; 
I, has an odd number of edges. 
(iii) an arc L with both endpoints in % and all intermediate vertices in 1’; 
L has an odd number of edges. 
(iv) a simple closed curve (‘ lvith all vertices in 1.; (’ has an even number 
of edges. 
If  we disregard the closed curves C and consider the arcs L of type (i), 
(ii) or (iii) as edges of a graph y, \vc obtain a simple graph on _Y -:- Z which 
we define as the composition y  = ,l& : S --f Z. The product of S with an 
interval is a simple graph on S - S and clearly is an identity morphism 
for X. To verify the associative law consider 2 : .\- - I., /3 : I’- I” and 
y: I” l Z. The graph n -! p $~ y  on S ~I~ 1. I-’ % again has no 
ramification. The components of n p - y  which are arcs again yield a 
simple graph on S % and thus yield a morphism yfl,x : AY - %. Each 
such arc can be decomposed into edges of y  alternating with arcs made up 
of edges of 01 and /3. These arcs must be components of a i- p, since 01 ~- p -‘~ y  
has no ramification. In this way we see that ypa ~~ y(@). Similarly 
Yi3@ (Y/e. 
The morphisms ?: : ~ 
graph O. + /3 on AT 4~ :’ 
+ 1-, /I : 1- -+ % will be called compatible if the 
.~ Z has no closed curves. Similarly 01 : X - I-, 
,L2 : I- + I.‘, y  : I” + Z arc said to be compatible if the graph a: -, p y  
on S I’ + 1” - Z has no closed curves. One casill- shows the equivalence 
of the following conditions: 
(a) y, /3, (Y are compatible. 
(b) /3, z arc compatible and y, /3a are compatible. 
(c) y, /YI are compatible and yp, oi are compatible. 
One can easily construct examples where y, /3 are compatible, p, a are 
compatible hut y, ,/3, a are not. 
1l’e now define a category !V as follo\vs. An object B of 5’ is a family of 
categories {Arj, N t .I-, indexed by an object .Y of .Y’. I f  C m= (W,f, y  E I’, 
a morphism B -C is a triple (B, u_, C) where A : S -+ I- is a morphism 
in .I?” satisfving the follo\z-ing conditions: 
(I) I f  x E S, 3’ E I’ are \.crtices of an edge in z then .a,? = %,, 
(II) I f  s, s’ E X are vertices of an edge in 3~ then :a,).,, = .H,cl*. 
(III) I f  JJ, y’ E I’ arc vertices of an edge in 2 then % ,, := Y?,,* 
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I f  (C, /3, D) is another morphism in !V then it is easv to see that 
(C 13, D)(& a, Cl 0% Pa, D) 
is again a morphism in W. This show-s that Y// is a category. Further we have 
a faithful functor 0’ : !j/ --•f .Y’ given by I ‘B mm S, I -(B, IY, C) := R. 
Ry a functor T : B -) A we shall understand a functor on the product 
category :x’ :d, , x E A1e. Let (B , A, C) be a morphism in !V and let 
7’ : B ---+ 6’, s : c --f r: 
be functors. 
Using 01 we can arrange the variables of 7’ and S so that 
7’ : .d, x .‘. x d” >\ a/1: >: .a1 >< .‘. x 9; x a, --f G 
s : XI, >: .** x d” x %y x %, 2. ... x u; x gs + b, 
where the .ri/‘s correspond to edges of ,Y of type I, the pairs .@, .YJ~ to edges 
of type II, and pairs 6, , “* %‘. to edges of tvpe III. I f  vve define (
.4 = ,dl x ... x ;P$ , .4!? :I .d, x ... x 2, ) % == %, x ... ;< ‘is 
then 
and the definition of a natural transformation 
7 
a: T - s 
apphes. Such a natural transformation will be said to be of t-ype N. In practice, 
we do not introduce .M’. 9, and ‘6, but write 
a(... .I, ... Rf ... c,, . ..j : T(. . . ..I; . . . z],R, . ..) + S( . . . _ Ii . . C,,C, . .). 
We then have Y commuting diagrams (I ), t commuting diagrams (2), and 
s commuting diagrams (3). The advantage of this notation is that the type iy 
of n is implicitly gilTen by the notation. 
Xow consider morphisms (B, CL, C) and (C, 8, D) in !Y, functors 
T : B --t A’, s:c-+d, R:D-+t, 
and natural transformations 
a: T+S, h : S --F R 
of type a and /3, respectively. 
Assume that the graph tx + p is connected. If  ,L A- 13 is an arc, then by 
a suitable labeling of the categories WC arrive at one of the cases discussed 
in Propositions I, 2, and 2*. The composition ba : 7’ ---+ R is then a natural 
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transformation of type /Lx If a: + p is a closed curve then we are in the 
following situation 
a(A, ... A,) : 1’ ---f s(A,z4;2, ... A,iz,Q) 
h(A, ... Ag4,) : S(A,A,A, *.. A,il,A,) --f R. 
The composition b(i-1 ... A) a(A ... d) : T - R will then in general depend 
upon rl E ti and will not be a well defined transformation T + R. 
The case when a: + /3 has several components is reduced to the case 
when a: + /3 is connected by fixing all the variables except those occuring 
in one component of CY ! /3. In this way we obtain the conclusion that if cy 
and p are compatible then the composition ba : T + R is a natural trans- 
formation of type /~CL 
In a forthcoming paper [I], dealing with enriched categories, we 
shall have occasion to use the above theory in a generalized setting. This 
generalization will be formally identical with the above provided we use 
diagrams (l), (2), (3) rather than diagrams (I’), (2’), (3’), which in the 
generalized setting cannot be written. 
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